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Abstract
For several years it has been of interest to astrobiologists to focus on Earth’s glaciers as a habitat that can be
similar to glaciers on other moons and planets. Microorganisms on glaciers form consortia – cryoconite granules
(cryoconites). They are granular/spherical mineral particles connected with archaea, cyanobacteria, heterotrophic
bacteria, algae, fungi, and micro animals (mainly Tardigrada and Rotifera). Cryophilic organisms inhabiting
glaciers have been studied in different aspects: from taxonomy, ecology and biogeography, to searching of
biotechnological potentials and physiological strategies to survive in extreme glacial habitats. However, they
have never been used in astrobiological experiments. The main aim of this paper is brief review of literature and
supporting assumptions that cryoconite granules and microinvertebrates on glaciers, are promising models in
astrobiology for looking for analogies and survival strategies in terms of icy planets and moons. So far,
astrobiological research have been conducted on single strains of prokaryotes or microinvertebrates but never on
a consortium of them. Due to the hypothetical similarity of glaciers on the Earth to those on other planets these
cryoconites consortia of microorganisms and glacier microinvertebrates may be applied in astrobiological
experiments instead of the limno-terrestrial ones used currently. Those consortia and animals have qualities to
use them in such studies and they may be the key to understanding how organisms are able to survive, reproduce
and remain active at low temperatures.
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Tranter et al. 2004; Doran et al. 2010). Only
limited data exist on the biochemical processes
on glaciers as analogues to similar habitats
beyond Earth (e.g., Tranter et al. 2004). So far,
more data were published on geological events
and landscape analogues of Earth to other
planets (e.g., Wilson and Head 1981; Doran et
al. 2010; Head and Marchant 2014). Principal
examples are icy moons or planets with ice
caps, and findings of landscape and climate
analogues in McMurdo Dry Valley in
Antarctica (e.g., Doran et al. 2010; Marchant
and Head 2014).

Introduction
The Earth is not the only celestial body
partially covered with ice in the Universe.
Other planets and moons in our Solar System
are also covered with ice caps as well as
glaciers (see e.g., Fishbaugh and Head 2000;
Sotin and Tobie 2004; Greenberg 2005).
Because of some similarities (e.g., low temperatures, strong seasonality, frigid surface, dust
transportation by wind), the biological
processes of glaciers on Earth can hypothetically be analogous to those on other
moons and planets in the Solar System (e.g.,
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Glaciers and ice sheets (Fig.1A) constitute
ca. 10% of Earth’s surface and form a viable
extreme biome (Anesio and Laybourn-Parry
2012). Despite the fact that the surface of
glaciers is frozen for most of the year, and
these places are mainly located in areas with
high doses of UV radiation, they are a habitat
for numerous microorganisms living in
cryoconites aggregations (Fig.1C) and cryoconite holes (Fig.1B) and lakes (e.g., Wharton
et al. 1985; Takeuchi et al. 2001; Hodson et al.
2008; Zawierucha et al. 2015).
Cryoconite granules (cryoconites) are
consortia formed by microorganisms (Figs 1C
and 1D). They are granular/spherical mineral
particles connected with archaea, algae, cyanobacteria, fungi, heterotrophic bacteria and
micro animals (mainly Tardigrada and
Rotifera), the latter feed on these consortia
(Figs 1C and 1D, Figs 2A and 2B). Forming of
cryoconite granules is possible because of
extra polymeric substances produced by
cyanobacteria which cause the aggregation of
mineral dust and other organisms (Figs 1C and
1D) (Takeuchi et al. 2001; Hodson et al. 2008,
2010; Langford et al. 2014; Cook et al. 2015;
Uetake et al. 2016). The decreasing of albedo
induced by cryconites influences the formation
of cryoconite holes. Those holes are waterfilled reservoirs with cryoconite sediment on
the floor, that occurs on glacier surfaces
throughout the world (Fig.1B). The
development and functioning of these
ecosystems is possible due to decrease in
albedo on the surfaces of mineral and organic
dust-covered glaciers, the presence of
cryophilic microorganisms and the existence of
truncated trophic webs (e.g., Takeuchi et al.
2001; Hodson et al. 2008; Cook et al. 2015;
Zawierucha et al. 2015, 2016a). Cryoconite
sediments on glaciers and in cryoconite holes
are one of the most extremophile organisms
consortia which appear on all investigated
glaciers from polar to high alpine regions (e.g.,
Porazińska et al. 2004; Hodson et al. 2008;
Cook et al. 2015; Zawierucha et al. 2016b). To

date, cryophilic organisms inhabiting glaciers
(cryoconites and cryoconite holes) have been
studied in different aspects: from taxonomy,
ecology and biogeography, to searching of
biotechnological potentials and physiological
strategies to survive in cryoconite holes (e.g.,
Hodson et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2014a,b;
Grzesiak et al. 2015; Lutz et al. 2016; Uetake
et al. 2016; Zawierucha et al. 2016a).
However, they have never been used in
astrobiological experiments. The main aim of
this paper is brief review of literature and
supporting assumptions that cryoconite
granules and microinvertebrates on glaciers are
proper models in astrobiology.
Environmental conditions in polar deserts,
ice caps and glaciers may constitute a climatic
analogy to icy planets or moons (Doran et al.
2010). One of the best examples is McMurdo
Dry Valley, with one of the coldest and driest
climate on Earth (Doran et al. 2010).
Numerous publications on terrestrial glaciers
and their analogous in space have been
published in the last few years (e.g., Hoover
and Gilichinsky 2001; Doran et al. 2010;
Chela-Flores and Seckbach 2011; Dudeja et al.
2012; Marchant and Head 2014). However,
scientific browsers such as Web of Knowledge
and SCOPUS list few publications with
keywords such as “glaciers” and “astrobiology” i.a. only twenty two and twenty five
papers respectively (http://apps. webof
knowledge.com/ accessed 25.10.2016, https://
www.scopus.com/ 25.10.2016).
Cryoconite consortia
Microbes which inhabit glaciers and polar
regions are adapted to the most extreme cold
conditions and can be found e.g., in areas of
blue ice, in accreted ice of Lake Vostok, in soil
from McMurdo Dry Valley or under
Greenland’s ice cap (e.g. Karl et al. 1999;
Priscu et al. 1999; Christner et al. 2001;
Sheridan et al. 2003; Doran et al. 2010;
Hodson et al. 2013). Single-cell organisms are
2
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Fig.1. A – ice sheet (Greenland) – icy planet analogue, B – cryoconite holes on the ice sheet (Greenland),
C – cryoconite granules – aggregations, D – cryoconite granules in high resolution with visible filaments of
cyanobacteria – consortium of microorganisms.

active even under ice during polar night in the
Antarctic (e.g. Tanabe et al. 2008; Bielewicz et
al. 2011). In cryoconite granules the most
abundant groups of organisms are archaea,
cyanobacteria, heterotrophic bacteria, algae,
fungi, and protists (Kaczmarek et al. 2015).
Glacier extremophiles possess lipids and
produce anti-freeze proteins and extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS), which serve as
cryo- and osmo-protectants (Feller and Gerday
2003; Boetius et al. 2015). Moreover, microorganisms in cryoconites cooperate, form
different relations and control each other (e.g.
Takeuchi et al. 2001; Vonnahme et al. 2015;
Gokul et al. 2016). So far, astrobiological
studies have been conducted on a single strains
of prokaryotes or microinvertebrates (e.g.,
Johnson et al. 2011) but never on a consortium
of microorganisms like cryoconite granules.
Only ca. 1% of bacteria are culturable whereas

the rest may be detected only in natural
environment (Amann et al. 2001; Hugenholtz
et al. 1998). Thus in previous experiments
mainly culturable organisms were used.
Therefore, previous astrobiological experiments on the single strains do not reflect true
survival response of microorganisms to
extreme environments. Only the holistic
approach - using of whole consortium, can
reflect the true functioning of its nature, and
cryoconite biota is promising models for such
experiments in astrobiology.
Invertebrates
Most of astrobiological research focuses
mainly on prokaryotic organisms (e.g.,
Horneck 2000; Hoover and Gilichinsky 2001;
Abbot et al. 2013; Baqué et al. 2013).
However, some invertebrates like Tardigrada,
3
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Rotifera, Nematoda and Crustacea, were also
proposed and used in astrobiological
experiments (e.g., Gaubin et al. 1990; Jönsson
et al. 2008; Fontaneto et al. 2012). Despite the
facts that glaciers may constitute a climatic
analogy to icy planets or moons, extremophiles, like micro animals inhabiting glaciers,
are often neglected in literature and their
potential use in astrobiology has been given no
consideration so far. A groups of invertebrates,
mainly Tardigrada and Rotifera, commonly
inhabiting glaciers are known to survive
exposition to extreme physical and chemical
conditions (e.g., Jönsson et al. 2008; Rebecchi
et al. 2009 a,b; Zawierucha et al. 2015). Both
groups have the ability to enter cryptobiosis.
This is a unique state of biological
organization where the metabolic rate is
reduced and the disaccharides trehalose and
sucrose, stress-related gene families, along
with heat shock proteins and dsup proteins are
of great significance (e.g., Clegg 2001;
Hashimoto et al. 2016).

mountains probably protect them-selves
against high UV radiation with black
pigmentation in cuticles (e.g., Greven et al.
2005; Zawierucha et al. 2015). Additionally,
they permanently live in low glacial temperatures that oscillate around 0°C. Thus, they
may be a better astrobiological model than
semi-terrestrial animals in terms of protection
before UV radiation or freezing. Similar
application was previously been considered in
terms of limno-terrestrial tardigrades in the
protection by unique proteins before irradiation
of human cells (Hashimoto et al. 2016), or
using trehalose in tissue engineering (e.g.,
Bradbury 2001).
Rotifera
Another common glacier dwelling group of
animals that may serve as a good model in
astrobiology research are Rotifera (Fig.2B),
especially the class Bdelloidea (usually less
than 1 mm size). These invertebrates inhabit all
aquatic ecosystems including cryoconite holes
(e.g., De Smet and Van Rompu 1994). Apart
from their fast race of development and
individual specimens ability to form a new
stable population by parthenogenetic breeding,
bdelloids are able to survive over drying each
stage of their life cycle (e.g., Ricci 1998, 2001;
Ricci and Caprioli 2005). What is also
characteristic of Bdelloidea is their great
resistance to ionizing radiation, which is due to
their ability to fix DNA damage (Gladyshev
and Meselson 2008; Krisko et al. 2011). All
these features may indicate the usefulness of
especially glacier Bdelloidea rotifers in
astrobiological research as models exposed to
freezing and the highest doses of irradiation.

Tardigrada
Tardigrades (usually less than 1 mm size) are
the toughest animals in the world (Fig.2A).
They are abundant group in cryoconite holes
(Zawierucha et al. 2016b). They can survive
multiple freezing, over drying, high and low
temperatures as well as high doses of UV and
ionizing radiation (e.g., Mihelčič 1963; Wright
2001; Guidetti et al. 2012). In the anhydrobiotic state they can survive in open-space and
the exposure to the Martian conditions (e.g.,
Jönsson 2007; Jönsson et al. 2008; Persson et
al. 2010; Horikawa 2012). Tardigrades used
earlier in astrobiological research were solely
limno-terrestrial (Jönsson et al. 2008; Rebecchi
et al. 2009aand 2009b; Horikawa 2012;
Erdmann and Kaczmarek 2016). Species
inhabiting glaciers may be promising as a
better adapted for possible survival on icy
planets than taxa from soil or moss. Glacierdwelling black tardigrades (Fig.2A) in high

Summary
Until now, glacier organisms have been widely
studied in biological sciences (e.g., Sheridan et
al. 2003; Anesio and Laybourn-Parry 2012;
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Fig.2. A – black pigmented water bear (Tardigrada) from high mountain glaciers, B – example of
Rotifera from high mountain glaciers. Photos were taken under Phase Contrast Microscope (animals
mounted on microscope slides in Hoyer’s medium).
Yallop et al. 2012; Bellas et al. 2013; Edwards
et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2014 a,b; Cook et al.
2015; Zawierucha et al. 2015). Thus, we can
apply current knowledge on the glacier biota to
find reliable and proper models in astrobiology
for looking for analogies and survival
strategies in terms of icy planets and moons.
The reasoning behind using cryoconite
granules and glacier microinvertebrates as
a specific models in astrobiology is as follows:

inland environments (e.g., Dastych et al.
2003; Boetius et al. 2015; Zawierucha et
al. 2015).
 They possess lipids, proteins and extracellular polymeric substances which support cryo- and osmo- protection (e.g., Feller
and Gerday 2003; Guidetti et al. 2012;
Boetius et al. 2015).
 Those organisms (e.g., cyanobacteria, tardigrades, rotifers) have abilities to enter
anabiosis and produce resting forms (e.g.,
Ricci 1998; Vincent 2007; Guidetti et al.
2012).

 Glacier organisms inhabit and reproduce in
permanently cold habitats – high mountains
and polar areas – one of the most extreme
5
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 Some of organisms on Arctic and Alpine
glaciers have dark pigment – the protection
against UV radiation (e.g., Shain et al.
2000; Greven et al. 2005; Remias et al.
2005).
 Physical, chemical and biological conditions in ice-covered cryoconite holes form a
unique combination among the surface
waters on Earth and ice covered biotic and
abiotic interactions may form astrobiological analogues (e.g., Vincent and
Howard-Williams 2000; Tranter et al. 2004;
Doran et al. 2010).
 Cooperating consortium of microorganisms
like in cryoconite granules may reflect true
survival response of organisms to extreme
environments – organisms cooperate and
compete with each other in cryoconites
(e.g., Cook et al. 2016; Gokul et al. 2016;
Lutz et al. 2016).
 They are exposed to dynamic changes –
e.g., freezing, the flushing of sediments,
inter-hole water-sediment mixing as well as
variation in pollution, radionuclides and
heavy metals content (e.g., Mueller et al.
2001; Łokas et al. 2016; Zawierucha et al.
2016b).
 Cryoconite holes biota form clear truncated
food web – easy understanding of ecological relations in icy areas (e.g., Hodson
et al. 2008; Vonnahme et al. 2015;
Zawierucha et al. 2016a).
 There is evidence that they can easily
disperse from glacier to glacier (abilities to
settle new areas) (e.g., Dabert et al. 2015;
Gokul et al. 2016; Shain et al. 2016).

future astrobiological studies, in terms of
multicellular organisms existing on icy planets.
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